Infants might be better at teasing apart dialects with different language rules when hearing the dialects at different times, since language learners do not always combine input heard at different times. However, no previous research has independently varied the temporal distribution of conflicting language input. Twelve-month-olds heard two artificial language streams representing different dialects-a ''pure stream'' whose sentences adhered to abstract grammar rules like aX bY, and a ''mixed stream'' wherein any a-or b-word could precede any X-or Y-word. Infants were then tested for generalization of the pure stream's rules to novel sentences. Supporting our hypothesis, infants showed generalization when the two streams' sentences alternated in minutes-long intervals without any perceptually salient change across streams (Experiment 2), but not when all sentences from these same streams were randomly interleaved (Experiment 3). Results are interpreted in light of temporal context effects in word learning.
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Introduction
Infants commonly hear more than one dialect of their native language, such as a standard variety of the language spoken on nationally broadcasted television shows and a nonstandard variety spoken in the local community. Though typically mutually intelligible, dialects have distinct vocabulary, pronunciation, and grammar rules. Infants exposed to more than one dialect thus receive conflicting information about appropriate language usage.
Regarding grammar rules, for example, varieties of Standard English have subject-verb agreement rules that some nonstandard varieties lack. In standard varieties, the main verb of a sentence should typically take a different form when the subject is plural than when singular. Thus, whereas when the subject is singular (e.g., The dog) the verb to be in simple tense should typically be is or was (e.g., The dog is/was fast), when plural (e.g., The dogs) it should typically be are or were (e.g., The dogs are/were fast). In some varieties of nonstandard English (e.g., Appalachian English), in contrast, the main verb can typically take the same form when the subject is plural as when singular, such that The dogs is/was fast is grammatical (see Hazen, 2014) . This means that infants hearing both Standard English and one of these nonstandard varieties receive conflicting information regarding what form a sentence's main verb can take when the subject is plural rather than singular. How do infants extract the rules of one particular dialect of their native language when another heard dialect lacks those rules?
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